Exigo Software

The Smart Way
to Manage Supply
Chain Compliance
There are many ways of approaching supply chain
compliance, but do they provide full control, flexibility and
transparency?
Exigo has been designed specifically to manage compliance
across supply chains, providing a real-time, collaborative
solution that will scale with any business.
Exigo is designed to give total supply chain compliance
management and includes a host of features to help
manage areas such as supplier on-boarding, risk profiling,
pre-qualification, contractual compliance, audit
management and performance monitoring.

Customisable compliance frameworks

Automated report generation

Document control and versioning

Cloud-based solution

In-built audit trail

Enterprise integration

Data exportation

Altius services integration

Exigo Features
Exigo allows users to generate their own compliance
framework and workflows, either by adapting existing
templates and processes or creating new ones using the
built-in configuration tools

Automated Processes and Workflows
For increased protection, all processes and workflows
are fully automated within Exigo, alerting users to
what needs to be done, and automatic escalation
ensures that nothing is missed.

Real-Time Status Tracking & Reporting
Exigo provides up-to-date information on suppliers and their
compliance status for quick identification of issues or risks.
This allows greater visibility of potential problems so they
can be remedied before they happen.

Ready Made Templates

Document Control and Versioning
Document management is included as standard with Exigo
and provides a central ‘hub’ for all documentation, and the
time-machine feature allows all past versions to be
available. Exigo also automatically informs suppliers and
internal staff when documents need updating to ensure
they are never out of date.

Cloud-Based Solution
Exigo is cloud-based, which means there’s no hardware or
software installation costs. The Altius implementation team
will take care of getting the Exigo platform set up to
automatically update and run the latest version.

In-Built Audit Trail
Exigo automatically records all activities and changes to
information, meaning they can be retrieved easily at any
time.

An extensive library of templates provides a solid starting
point to get users up and running quickly. Templates
available include Health and Safety, CSR, Anti-Corruption
and Bribery, Information Security and many more….

Data Exportation

Automated Report Generation

Enterprise Integration

Advanced report design features allow the creation
of scheduled reports which help to keep everyone
informed of developments.

Exigo can be integrated with any existing enterprise system
already in place, so information from across the business
can be shared efficiently.

Exigo provides tools for exporting data to a wide range
of formats.

Routing
Exigo manages assessment hierarchy and can be
configured to direct the assessments to the right
skilled people to evaluate them, this can be an internal
or external resource.

Supporting Suppliers
From the day of implementation, Exigo is designed to
support clients and suppliers throughout the year on Altius’
‘live profile’ framework to ensure everything is always
up-to-date. This innovative, ‘Live-Profile’, customer focused
approach is something that no other scheme offers and
is one of the reasons clients and suppliers chose to work
with Altius.
Requirements within the Exigo platform are specific to
the client and based on risk, which saves suppliers time
and money as they are only answering questions that
are relevant to them and nothing else.

This tailored approach is popular with clients who want to
support their suppliers, ease their workload and reduce risk
in their supply chain effectively.
Exigo is designed and developed to specifically help any
company that has a supply chain. It is fully flexible and
robust to deal with any sized supplier database, can adapt
as needs change, and works collaboratively with supply
chains. This is what make Exigo different to other ‘out of the
box’ software platforms.
Altius work with clients to identify specific requirements and
configure Exigo around those requirements for total supply
chain compliance, it really is that simple!
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